**MONDAY JUNE 17**

- **SEMINAR** Women in Wine Panel: Pushing the Boundaries Discussion
  - **FALMOUTH COUNTRY CLUB**, 10–12
- **CLASS** Rancio Wine with Patrick McDonald + Lauren Clarke from Haus Alpenz
  - **CHAVAL**, 12–2
- **LUNCHEON** Women Winemakers lunch
  - **FALMOUTH COUNTRY CLUB**, 12–2
- **GRAND OPENING HAPPY HOUR** Featuring Women Winemakers
  - **FALMOUTH COUNTRY CLUB**, 4–6
- **GRAND OPENING** Women in Wine Dinner: Who Pared it Better?
  - **FALMOUTH COUNTRY CLUB**, 6:30–10:30

**TUESDAY JUNE 18**

- **WINE LUNCH** Chateau Musar Wine Lunch
  - **EVO KITCHEN**, 12–2
- **TASTING SEMINAR/PANEL DISCUSSION** What, Really, is “Natural” Wine?
  - **THE SHOP**, 12–6 (TUE–SUN)

**TUESDAY EVENTS CONTINUED**

- **CLASS** Wine Pairing with Pasta: Bridge Ingredients and Pasta Making
  - **SOLDI ITALIANO**, 4–6
- **SPECIAL EVENT** Meet & Greet with Carol Shelton, Master of the Zen of Zin
  - **CENTRAL PROVISIONS**, 5–7
- **WINE DINNER** Let’s Rosé
  - **SULIE**, 5–8
- **TASTING** Winemaker Brianne Day
  - **MAINE AND LOIRE**, 5–7
- **TASTING** M.Y.O. Spritz Night
  - **SACAMORE HILL LOUNGE**, 6–11
- **WINE DINNER** Patricia Green Cellars Dinner with Winemaker Jim Anderson
  - **LIO**, 6–8:30
- **WINE DINNER** Stories from the Road: A Night of Tall Tales from the Wine Trail
  - **TIPO**, 6–9
- **DESSERT AND WINE** Dessert, Port, and Madeira Tasting
  - **GROSS CONFECTION BAR**, 9–11

**WEDNESDAY JUNE 19**

- **WINE LUNCH** Summer lunch in Northeast Italy with Winemaker Robert Princic
  - **CENTRAL PROVISIONS**, 11–12
- **WINE EXCURSION** Land and Sea Adventure with Tapas & Wine
  - **WINE WISE**, 12–3:30
- **CLASS** Eight Italian Wines You Need to Know with Sommeller of the Year Mike Madrigale
  - **LB KITCHEN**, 2–4
- **TASTING** 10th Anniversary Celebration
  - **OLD PORT WINE MERCHANTS**, 4–7
- **WINE DINNER** A Night of Iberian Intrigue
  - **SUR LIE**, 5–8
- **TASTING** Meet & Greet with Winemaker Michele D’Apríx
  - **GRIPPY TANNINS**, 5–7

**WEDNESDAY EVENTS CONTINUED**

- **CLASS** A Tasting of Tuscany with Friends
  - **LEROUX KITCHEN**, 5:30–7:30
- **SPECIAL EVENT** Devenish Does Dinner LB KITCHEN
  - **6–9
- **DESSERT AND WINE** Dessert, Port, and Madeira Tasting
  - **CENTRAL PROVISIONS**, 9–11

**THURSDAY JUNE 20**

- **SPECIAL EVENT** Victorieux Champagne Lobster Rolls with Winemaker Cedric Guyot
  - **EVENTS**, 11–11
- **WINE SAIL** Delicious Spain
  - **WINE WISE**, 2–4
- **TASTING** Meet & Greet with Winemaker, Importer, and Negociant Mary Taylor
  - **BROWNE TRADING CO.**, 3–5
- **WINE EXCURSION** “Fruit De Mer” Organic Wine and Maine Seafood
  - **THE SHOP**, 4–5
- **SPECIAL EVENT** Pet-Nat & Pâtre on the Patio
  - **WOODFORD’S FOOD & BEVERAGE**, 4–7
- **BLIND TASTING** “Fruit De Mer” Organic Wine and Maine Seafood
  - **THE SHOP**, 4–5
- **SPECIAL EVENT** Celebrate Rosé Season
  - **GRIPPY TANNINS**, 4–7
- **WINE DINNER** Spend A Night In Rome
  - **ROMA CAFE**, 5–10
- **WINE SAIL** Delicious Italian Food & Wine with Chef Paolo Laboa
  - **WINE WISE**, 6–8
- **WINE DINNER** Cru Beaujolais Wine Dinner
  - **CHAVAL**, 6:30–9

**THURSDAY EVENTS CONTINUED**

- **SPECIAL EVENT** Guest Somm Night with Karen Ulrick
  - Featuring Forlorn Hope Wines
- **TASTING** Maine Winery Guild: Maine Wine in the City
  - **CUSTOM HOUSE**, 5:30–8
- **WINE SAIL** Delicious Summer Whites
  - **WINE WISE**, 6–8
- **WINE DINNER** Jorge Ordonez Spanish Wine Dinner
  - **CHAVAL**, 6:30–9

**FRIDAY JUNE 21**

- **WINE SAIL** Delicious Summer Rosés
  - **WINE WISE**, 12–2
- **WINE & FOOD WALK** Delicious France
  - **WINE WISE**, 2:45–5
- **TASTING** Vintage Billecart-Salmon Champagne and Caviar
  - **BROWN TRADING CO.**, 4–6
- **TASTING** Grand Opening & Celebrate Rosé Season
  - **GRIPPY TANNINS**, 4–7
- **WINE DINNER** Spend A Night In Rome
  - **ROMA CAFE**, 5–10
- **WINE SAIL** Italian Food & Wine with Chef Paolo Laboa
  - **WINE WISE**, 6–8
- **WINE DINNER** Cru Beaujolais Wine Dinner
  - **CHAVAL**, 6:30–9

See page 2 for weekend event schedule + Wine Passpourt!
Discover a world of wine in Portland, Maine

Show this Wine Passpourt to participating restaurants and bars (listed below) to receive wine specials and discover other incredible wine offerings happening throughout Portland, all Portland Wine Week long!

Visit portlandwineweek.me to see what's being poured at participating locations.